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(WEB-DL) Q: What is meant by "applied to" in layman's terms? Context: I was reading an
article written by a physicist. In the paragraph, the word "applied to" is used in the
following sentence: However, a second consideration is the fact that the largest part of the
NNT is made up of highly toxic substances, and this has motivated the development of a
program which has been applied to low-grade nuclear waste for the purpose of
transmuting it to non-toxic forms of lead. From what I know, the word "applied to" means
"dedicated to" (eg. Applied to the study of graph theory). I think the author wanted to
express that the scientists are dedicating their work to low-grade nuclear waste, but I'm not
sure. What is meant by "applied to" in layman's terms? A: This is a rather complex
sentence. The meaning of "applied to" is something like "dedicated to". The scientists
have devoted their studies to the subject of nuclear waste. In the case of nuclear waste, the
program is "applied to" (i.e., dedicated to) transmuting it to non-toxic forms of lead
Nuclear waste can be considered as a kind of "raw material" that can be used to produce
other chemicals and metals. So, the scientists have focused their study and work on
converting the radioactive waste into something useful. I just don’t. But if I was forced to,
I’d maybe go with Countrywide to own some Canadian companies to create some sort of
welfare state for us poor folk. BTW – I’m planning on leaving my wife as she’s pulling out
everything she can. She’s already transferred my 401k in her name, changed my
beneficiaries and closed the account. She even had the account numbers changed on my
auto and health insurance. She’s holding a big gun and would get to
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